Special Features

- Easy to install without any structural alterations, even in old buildings.
- Power saving up to 80% compared to traction system.
- Lowest space requirement.
- No Pit or Machine Room.
- Lowest maintenance & downtime.
- Hydraulic Goods Lift with a wide range of size, capacity, feature and control options.
- Use of the latest well tried & trusted hydraulic technology ensures high reliability and optimum performance.
- Specially recommended for clean rooms & flame proof areas.

Hydraulic Goods Lift

Scissor Lift
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Making a Great First Impression with an Elevator
Company Profile

Vintec Elevators is scaling new horizons of achievement by catering to various needs of diverse industrial sectors. We are a leading manufacturer and supplier of high quality elevators and lifts including industrial elevators, hydraulic elevators, heavy duty elevators, building glass elevators etc.

We at Vintec Elevators believe that the life of an elevator depends on the strength of materials used in its manufacture. That’s the reason why the lifts installed by us remain for more than a couple of decades. Our collection of elevators & escalators are available in several designs & finish to suit different architectural dimensions. Our precision designed escalators & elevators are easy to establish & guarantee long life & trouble free operation.

Vintec Elevators machine are specially designed for various application, such as, speed and capacity with rigid & rugged reliability, smooth trouble free operation.

We use standard worm and worm gears with taper roller bearings and thrust bearing in machine for maximum load carrying capacity.

The perfect lubrication system gives longer life and smooth operation. The machine are mounted on special type of rubbers which have extra ordinary dumping capacity due to this characteristic, the machine runs vibration free.
Types of Cabins

Passenger Elevators

Auto Door & Manual Door

They are designed to suit every construction requirement, with trouble-free performance and low maintenance cost.

Single speed lifts operate at a maximum speed of 40 meters (130) per minute powered by specially designed lift duty Single Speed motors. High Speed lift are manufacture with self leveling devices. With in a given speed range, floor leveling is adequate for normal passenger capacity, as per I.S.

The Lift Control System can be of Car Switch or Automatic Type. The Car switch type is for operation by an attendant, where as the Automatic type comprises of feather touch button at each landing which call the lift car and a series of buttons in the car which correspond to the floors to be served and operated by the passengers using the lift.

Each lift is fully equipped with the latest safety devices as required by the State Lift Acts prevailing in Gujarat, Maharashtra, West Bengal Karnataka and New Delhi.

Types of Doors

MRL Elevators

The Machine Roomless Elevators save construction space to large extent. The permanent magnet synchronous motorised gearless machines have unapproachable superiority to the traction motor and save roughly 35% of energy consumption featuring excellent reliability and durability; they have a compact design, light weight & operate quietly and there is no need for lubrication.

Such elevators have become more and more popular because they run at low noise, are energy saving, easily maintainable and make the building look more aesthetically pleasing.
Hydraulic Elevators

The Hydraulic elevators are based on the motor mechanism for hydraulic lifts. The system operates on the elevator valves, submersible motors and screw pumps are manufactured by specialized European companies.

Special Features And Advantages

- No need of Pit/machine room and R.C.C. lift shaft.
- Very low power consumption and maintenance.
- Can accommodate in existing and new house, without much alteration.
- Customized Cabin.
- Available with Auto door system and German make Blain Valve.
- Auto rescue system with back-up supply in case of power failure.
- High quality raw materials selection after test reports, before processing.
- Alloy Steel channel section as guide track which take car of rusting and wear outs.
- Full and final trial and testing of lift at factory as per site requirement & parameters before dispatch of “ELEVATORS”.
- Well tested, audited, crate packing & dispatch.

Goods Elevators

Freight Elevators

Unlike passenger lifts, these lifts operate at considerably reduced speeds. Recommended speeds range from 15 to 25 meters per minute(50 to 80 ft. per minute). Higher speeds increase the running costs.

The control system in these type of lifts is usually of the semi-automatic type, or is fully steering. The lift-car is designed to withstand the heaviest load traffic.

Suitable protection at the entrance is given according to requirements. This range from swing type, 6 total gates and M. S. Channeling for Auto Doors. All safety gears, required under the Indian Factory Act, are provided in the lifts. The recently introduced Two Speed telescopic type gates, working with electric door operators can also be provided.

Dumbwaiter

Vintec Elevator is a leading Manufacturer of Elevators/ Dumb waiters which are definitely a boon to large commercial organizations like hotels, restaurants etc.

They can be designed to suit a specific application like carrying mails, food & other light weight stuff.

A small freight elevator is often called a dumbwaiter, mostly used for the taking of the small items such as dishes in a 2-storey kitchen or books in a multi-storey rack assembly. We have installed dumb waiters at renowned, hotels, restaurants, hospitals, and banks in India.